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the structure and content of science reports 

aim: 
The aim of this paper is to provide an easy to follow, 
step by step guide to compiling science or social 
science reports. 

why this 
approach 
might be 
helpful for 
students: 

This document identifies the sections of a report and 
gives a clear structure and order. It also includes ideas 
for the content of individual sections. 
  

note: 

Write the Abstract last, when the research is complete. 
 
Before starting a report, it is a good idea to establish 
how long it should be (number of words or pages). Try 
to allocate the appropriate number of words to each 
section before writing. 
 
Although this document is specifically designed for 
science reports (usually compiled after an experiment), 
it can also be used as a guide for longer research 
papers such as an MSc thesis (this would include a 
separate Literature Review and other sections such as  
a Contents Page, Acknowledgements etc). 
 
Although it is easy to follow the steps for each section, 
this document should be adapted and used according 
to individual needs. For example, not all the questions 
suggested in the Discussion of Results may be 
relevant. 
 
This document is 9 pages in total. 
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The Structure of Science Reports  

 

 

the IMRaD format: 

 

Introduction 

Methods 

Results 

Discussion 

 

 

o most science and social science reports follow this broad format 

o but check to see that there are no specific requirements 

o always try to get an outline structure of the report  

 

Typical outline structure of a science report or social science report: 

 

• Title  

• Abstract  

• Introduction  

• Literature Review 

• Methods  

• Results  

• Discussion 

• Conclusion 

• Reference List 

• Appendices  
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Title 

 

 

• the title should describe contents clearly and precisely,             
so that readers can decide whether to read the report  

 

• the title should provide key words for indexing 

 

• the title should have capital letters for all the key words 

 

 

• do not: waste words by using "Studies on…" or "An Investigation into…"  

• do not: use abbreviations and jargon  

• do not: use “cute” titles 

 

 

 

good examples of a title: 

The Relationship of Luteinizing Hormone to Obesity in the Zucker Rat 

The Effects of Day Care on the Social Development of Children 

Risk-based Consumption for Farmed Atlantic Salmon with Dixons Compounds  

 

poor examples of a title: 

Fat Rats: Are Their Hormones Different? 

Does Day Care make Happy Children? 

An investigation into Farmed Atlantic Salmon 
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Abstract 

 

An abstract is the whole report in miniature (leaving out specific details). 

 

first: 

 

• find out the length (usually varies from 50 to 300+ words) 

 

then: 

 

• extract key points from each section (the abstract should have         
something from each section of the report) 

 

 

an abstract should: 

 

• state the main objectives (what did you investigate? why?)  

 

• describe, in brief, the methods (what did you do?)  

 

• summarise the most important results (what did you find out?)  

 

• state major conclusions and significance (what do your results mean?) 

 

 

 

• do not: include references to figures, tables, or sources 

• do not: include information not in the report 
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Introduction 

 

first: 

• describe the topic or area investigated    
 (include only appropriate background information) 

 

then: 

• state the problem or unanswered question that your research is 
addressing or whether it is testing or challenging current knowledge  
or a current theory – this justifies the need for your study  

 

then: 

• state the aims of the experiment, investigation or study, this may include: 

o a hypothesis (or hypotheses) 

o a research question (or research questions) 

o aims and/or objectives 

 

then: 

• if necessary, explain any key terms and concepts so your reader  
 can understand the research better 

 

then: 

• in general terms, state the approach (method) you are going to use and 
briefly say why you are going to do it this way (you may also refer to 
alternative approaches/methods and say why you have rejected them) 

 

then: 

• summarise any previous research that is relevant to your experiment or 
study 

• this will provide context: it will show your study in relation to other studies 
in the same area 

• choose only relevant studies and be selective in the amount of detail to 
include 

(In longer reports such as a post graduate thesis, this section is much more detailed. It is placed after the 
Introduction and has its own heading: Literature Review.)
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Methods or Methodology or Materials and Methods 

 

first: 

• make a general statement of how you approached your research (a type 
of experiment, a case study, qualitative and/or quantitative approach etc) 

• if necessary, give relevant details of where the research took place (e.g. 
a school or a river) – this is sometimes called a site survey 

 

then say what you used:  

(this can be placed under the sub-heading: Materials) 

• describe all the relevant materials and tools you used for your research, 
this could include: 

o subjects (people, animals) 

o equipment (machines, laboratory apparatus, measuring tools etc) 

o chemicals or other agents used in scientific studies 

• be precise (not general) about the materials used and give precise 
quantities wherever possible: 

o for amounts: use metric measurements 

o for time use: the 24 hour clock 

o for temperatures: use centigrade 

 

then say what you did:  

(this can be placed under the sub-heading Methods, Methodology or Procedures) 

• describe what you did, step by step (you can use sub-headings if you 
 think it will help the reader understand your procedure) 

• if possible, put your steps in chronological order 

• provide enough detail so that experiment could be replicated 

• use the past tense to describe what you did 

 

 

• do not include details of common statistical procedures – just name them 

• do not include results in the methods section 
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Results 

 

the results section will display your results, not discuss them 

 

 

first: decide what you want to show: you can include: 

• all your findings or... 

• major findings only 

• representative findings only (e.g.: best examples of ideal expectations) 

• anomalies (e.g.: results that counter expectations) 

 

then: decide the order you want to show your results in: you could: 

• use chronological order (findings in the order they were made) 

• put most important or relevant results first 

• group the results according to certain categories 

• group the results to show trends or patterns 

• show the results from simplest to most complex 

• put statistically valid results first 

 

then: decide the most appropriate form for your results: you could use: 

• tables, graphs, charts, diagrams, maps etc 

 

do 

• point out trends and patterns but do not interpret the data 

• label and number all tables (Table 1:..   Table 2:...) 

• label and number all graphs charts etc (Figure 1:..   Figure 2...) 

• write concisely  

• use the past tense to describe what happened 
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Discussion 

In the discussion section, you will discuss your results, not describe them.        
However, you can begin with a concise summary of the most important findings.   

To begin the discussion of the results: 

 

first:  choose the results or findings you want to discuss 

then:  set them out in a particular order (to create a framework) 

 

then:  

for each major result from your own findings, use some or all of the following 
questions to generate discussion: 

• why is the result or finding like this? (give an explanation,  

 if possible support your explanation with evidence) 

• is this result part of a pattern or trend? (if yes, what is it and why?) 

• how does this result relate to other results in the research? 

• is this result an anomaly?  (if yes, try to explain it) 

• does this result agree or disagree with previous research? 

 (you should have outlined this research in the Introduction or   

 Literature Review –  if so, then refer to it directly) 

• does this result agree with expectations?           

(refer to theory or theoretical expectations – again, if you outlined this 

theory in your Introduction/Literature Review – then refer to it) 

• has anything new been established? 

• are there any practical consequences of this result? 

• are there any theoretical consequences of this result? 

 

then: 

• if required, write a (short) critical review of your method (discuss your method)  
include limitations, strengths and suitability of the method used 

 

then: 

• write a short conclusion – or write a conclusion in a separate section (see below) 
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Conclusion 

 

first: 

• answer the question: Did the research achieve the aim set out in the introduction? 
for example: did it 

o support the hypothesis or hypotheses? 

o resolve a problem? 

o answer a research question? 

o meet the research aims? 

It may be that the study only partially answered one or some of these questions, if so 
then say it in your conclusion, 

 

then: 

• state the main consequence or outcome of the research 

 

then: 

• briefly state what future research may be needed to take the research further 
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